
Dr. Alvaro Ordóñez and Mr. Redondo Forced
Disappearances:Transitional justice for Liliana
Hernandez and accomplices.
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"Like a House of Cards" entitled chapter
describing collective crime against
humanity: truth come to surface, masks
fall like a house of cards...

BOGOTA, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA,
December 3, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
In Dr. Alvaro Ignacio Ordóñez and Mr.
Oswaldo Redondo forced disappearance,
situation was unlocked by the Colombian
state.  Lately multiple petitions were filed
against institutions and natural persons.
Many constitutional rights were violated;
indignity of doctor Ordóñez's  maternal
family side is probatory, constitutional
facts were not applied. They incurred on
criminal, civil, family offenses;  the file
was purposely left in the hands of Liliana
Hernández Montes, a lawyer known for
corruption and her links with  narcos; this
woman helped by lawyers and doctor
Ordóñez maternal family used an alleged death judgment to strip without shame Dr. Ordóñez's only
genetically proved son, while  the alleged "legitimate" brother, Tomas Eduardo, refuses a DNA test…
It is no a secret that the Colombian peace louanges reparation to the true victims of that long war.
Juan Manuel Santos, an extremely unpopular character in the country and Minister of Defense at the

That a mother cannot love her
own children and
grandchildren is enigmatic but
that she loves appearances
and pretending more than
anything is a real mystery!
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time of the "falsos positivos"  knew how to convince  foreign
powers they need investments in Colombia and that his peace
project was viable. Last October a plebiscite said NO to his
peace project  and  a few  weeks ago after calling his ex-
friend Alvaro Uribe Velez at a meeting, an unstable peace
was finally  signed. The FARC will have political voice,
something that Colombians did not want, the idiosyncrasy of
the country and its strategic place in Latin America is not in
fact based neither on social nor communist principles rather
consumerism and capitalism. However the tendency is now
turning and Timochenko, commandant of FARC, wants a

"coalition" for him to be presidential candidate. Few weeks  ago worldwide newspapers surprisingly 
announced a  Juan Manuel Santos Nobel Peace Prize; those  newspapers and journalists as Lia
Fowler, an US journalist and former FBI special agent, revealed  that Kaci Kullmann Five, director of
the Nobel Peace Committee, was  boarding member of Statoil, a Norwegian oil company that in 2014 
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obtained juicy contracts with the Government Santos getting exploration licenses in the Caribbean
Colombia! José Miguel Vivan responsible for Latin America of the NGO Human Rights Watch
criticized often the point of justice and victims of the agreements between the Government and the
FARC. "Las Dos Orillas" denounced a "peace carousel", indicating that the government invested last
year more than 600 billion of columbian pesos in media monopolies. Contracts that combine
advertising on television, radio, internet, newspapers. In October, the United Nations  Committee
published the balance and recommendations for the Colombia National Government informing about
the situation of Civil and Political prisoners there and the persistence of human violations rights as
well as the eradication of coca crops which  have curiously increased the last 4 years…big job for a
country in "Peace". Santos must respect the constitution, the Army clarifies that in this case they do
not know from where came from the note he wrote on his book about the collective crime against
humanity; a "writer" has his sources, it only seems that the sources reviewing his book were wrong! 
Who then lies… the Army, Santos or the FARC who already stated in their public forum that the
Colombian Army is one of the largest sewers of the State ... sewer with which they now will work in…
Peace? The INPEC has revealed the whereabouts of commandants who were NOT responsible for
the crime, they must be summoned to testify in a case that was constructed out of no files and
manipulated by Hernández Montes with help and blessing of Consuelo Giraldo Zuluaga her family
and her sons. Santos, however, has tried to put some effort forwarding multiple petitions passed by
the civil party.
The supreme court of justice filed a criminal suit against Edgar Martinez Romero, governor of the
department of Sucre, who recently claims to have known of the alligators that paramilitaries had ...
"nobody said anything."  Photos of him intertwined with Nelson Stand Berrio, right arm of the
sanguine Rodrigo Mercado Peluffo "Cadena" have resurfaced, "Cadena" used to  send his
accountants Willer Cobo Lopez and Humberto Frasser to doctor Ordóñez's end... 
The obvious complicity of Rafael Eduardo Ordóñez of Lavalin is revealed and transmitted to the
authorities. Mario Giraldo Zuluaga stubornly and cowardly still believing he can keep silence without
explaining certain aspects that had already predicted by Olga Lucia Uribe Caicedo. They even have
said they won't respond, and\or open a door for conciliation.  What do they fear/cover? In the region
where the live  "opinion" and "appearance" are more important than "being"…there is a social class in
Colombia called "new rich", born in the 1980s when drug money went through all social classes.
Many of them travel to the state of Florida and others, living and/or working illegally in the American
system, taking advantage of their relatives "residence", even more some  were undocumented for
years now claiming "residence..." 
Liliana Hernandez Montes and his accomplices cannot stop the process of truth, facing  their worst
enemy: the truth of the civil part !. She and accomplices have blocked the law and moral principles
teaching their children how to perpetuate evil that corrodes Colombia: corruption; violating
constitutional rights of equality for the victims of collective crime against humanity. Protected in the
past by criminals and narcos, the Nule as well as  the unworthy mother of doctor Ordóñez, known for
cruelty and abusing her sons. That a mother can not love her own children and grandchildren is
enigmatic but that she loves appearances and pretending is a mystery. The storm does not end for
her or her family. 
"Like a House of Cards" entitled chapter in which Santos describes horrific collective crime against
humanity we deal with in our articles, the truth has come to the surface, masks will continue to
fall...like a house of cards. Santos strives to receive his award in Norway. He thinks he's doing great
but the reality looks slightly different. The case unique in Colombia advances to great sadness of
deeply implicated who couldn't check to terror but experience in own flesh a check and mate!
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